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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to approximate the numerical result of executing a program/function with a number of input
parameters and a single output value with a small number of training points. Curve fitting methods are preferred to nondeterministic methods such as neural network and fuzzing system methods, because they can provide relatively more accurate
results with the less amount of member in the training dataset. However, curve fitting methods themselves are most often
function specific and do not provide a general solution to the problem. These methods are most often targeted at fitting specific
functions to their training dataset. To provide a general curve fitting method, in this paper, the use of a combination of Lagrange,
Spline, and trigonometric interpolation methods are suggested. The Lagrange method fits polynomial functions of degree N to
its training values. In order to improve the resultant fitted polynomial our combinatorial method combines Lagrange with the
polynomial resulted from the Spline method. If the absolute error of the actual value and the predicted value of a function are
not desired, the trigonometric interpolation methods that fit trigonometric functions can be applied. Our experiments with a
number of benchmark examples demonstrate the relatively high accuracy of our combinational fitting method. c 2017 All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Output function approximation, black box approximation, curve fitting, linear function approximation, nonlinear
function approximation.
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1. Introduction
The aim is to propose a new method to approximate both linear and nonlinear real-valued executing
functions, with minimum approximation error. Function approximation is a method to map a given input
vector to an output vector. It is simply the mapping of a domain(x) to a range(y). In this case, the domain
is represented by a real-valued vector and range is a single real-valued output. Function approximation is
a known technique for analysis and reverse engineering for constrained fitting [4]. In addition, function
approximation is of great use in software testing to verify the correctness of mathematical code, also it
can be used as an oracle in black box software testing. Moreover, in certain situations, such as predicting
a robot action and estimating the value of the lost pixels of an image, function approximation is also quite
beneficial [22].
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There are several non-deterministic and deterministic approaches for function approximation, all of
which are aimed at minimizing the approximation error with a small number of a training points. For instance, in order to reduce approximation error, it is observed that some function approximation methods,
using neural networks [10], have modified their learning engine and its weight of neurons by changing or
modifying their sigmoidal function [7] or feed-forward network and back-propagation learning algorithm
[10]. To promote the accuracy of neural network fuzzing methods have been applied to the approximations provided by neural networks [20]. Also in certain situations, the approximation provided by a fuzzy
system is used as input to neural networks [8]. A fuzzy system may include a set of fuzzy rules to map
inputs to outputs according to the semantics of a function f : X → Y. The rules have if-then style such as
”if X is A, then Y is B.” where A and B are multivalued or fuzzy sets that contain members to some degree. Also, A and B are subsets of X and Y, respectively. Moreover, genetic programming and algorithms
have great use to approximate simple functions [15].
A major difficulty with function approximation based on genetics is that along with increasing the
number of decisions in the approximated functions, the accuracy of the results decreases [15]. In general, the drawback of non-deterministic approaches such as neural networks, fuzzy and genetics is the
relatively large size of the training points and approximation of more than one result for a given input
[14]. The performance of non-deterministic function approximation algorithms degrades as the size of
samples decreases. To resolve the difficulty, artificial sample generation techniques are used [12, 21].
However, these techniques were demonstrated only for functions with at most two input parameters [19].
On the other hand, deterministic methods tend to generate a single result for a given function in different execution of their underlying algorithms. However, yet the accuracy of these methods highly relies
on the increasing number of the training points. Weighted kernel regression methods incorporate prior
knowledge of model to improve the accuracy [16]. In general, there are several techniques to compensate
the approximation error caused by the small number of training points such as finely tune the model
parameter [19], pre-data processing [2, 17], and incorporation of prior knowledge [6, 13, 23]. However, as
described in [2], there are not universally optimal solution to this problem yet.
Curve fitting is a well-known deterministic approach to function approximation in mathematical
fields. Curve fitting methods such as Lagrange, Spline, Newton, and trigonometric interpolations have
been largely applied to estimate both linear and nonlinear functions. These approximation methods themselves could be linear or nonlinear dependent on the number of training points. Lagrange attempts to
find a polynomial, passing through all the points in the training points. However, a major drawback
is the oscillation of the resultant high degree polynomials amongst the adjacent training points [3]. To
damp the oscillation, we combine the interpolation polynomial resulted from the Lagrange with the one
produced by the Spline method on the same set of training points. However, in certain situations where
the function to be approximated, is itself inherently oscillating the damping appears to affect adversely
and worsens the approximated results. To overcome the problem, we apply trigonometric interpolation
to approximate mathematical functions that describe repetitive oscillations. These performances help us
to propose a fewer among of training points with better accuracy in function approximation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the proposed approach is presented
and its algorithm is presented in Section 3, and Section 4 includes a discussion of the experimental results.

2. Combinatorial curve fitting method
In order to approximate a given function F(p1, p2, . . . , pn), the domain [pi min, pi max] of each input
parameter pi, is subdivided into a sequence of intervals < [pi min, pi min +L], [pi min +L, pi min +2 ∗
L], . . . , [pi max −L, pi max] >. The width of the intervals, L, is determined in such a way that the function
oscillations are divided amongst the intervals in such a way that the approximation error is minimized.
If the behavior of the function to be approximated, is trigonometric within an interval, then the trigonometric interpolation method is applied, otherwise, the combinatorial method is applied.
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Many types of research and approximation methods have utilized the Lagrange interpolation [3, 5]
as one of the standard approximation tools to the problem of nonlinear function approximation because,
Lagrange interpolates a training points, collected for a given function, into a polynomial function that
passes through all the points within the training points. The degree of the resultant polynomial could be
maximally the number of training points minus one, which could be very high. Therefore, the polynomial
may suffer from unsolved problems such as Runge’s and Gibbs phenomenon [3]. On the other hand, the
Spline interpolation of degree k avoids the problem of Runge’s phenomenon, by limiting the degree
of the interpolating function to 6 k. However, the interpolating function cannot cover all the training
points collected from a function of degree greater than k. Therefore, to provide a full coverage of the
training points while avoiding the problems of Runge’s phenomenon, a combination of both Lagrange
and Spline of degree k could be promising. However, neither Lagrange nor the Spline could not prevent
the Gibbs phenomenon. To smooth down the oscillations provided by the Gibbs phenomenon, we pass a
linear approximation through the training points by connecting each two consecutive points with a line.
Therefore, to provide a convenient approximation of a nonlinear function, a finite linear combination of
Lagrange, Spline and Linear approximation interpolations of the function could be used. Considering
the experimental results for approximation of several programming functions the following relation for
combining the interpolating functions is suggested:
Combinatorial Interpolation = 0.5 ∗ Spline Degree 3 + 0.25 ∗ Linear Approximation
+ 0.25 ∗ Lagrange Interpolation.
The accuracy of the interpolating function depends on the comprehensive coverage of the fluctuations and
oscillations of the function, to be approximated. The coverage itself depends on the number of training
points, collected for the function. Therefore, in the case of fast oscillations, a relatively high number of
training points would be required. To resolve the difficulty, we apply trigonometric approximation for
the sub-intervals for which the combinatorial method cannot provide an acceptable approximation.
3. Combinatorial algorithm
We have applied a combination of three different curve-fitting methods, namely Lagrange, Spline, and
trigonometric interpolations, to approximate both nonlinear and linear functions of more than one input
parameter. To treat functions with more than one input parameter we alternatively, alter only one of the
inputs and keep the rest as constant for a number of executions. In this way, the program execution space
traversed in a stepwise manner. The difficulty is to determine the suitable number of executions, in such
a way that the estimation error is minimal, the range of each of the input parameter is covered uniformly
and the execution time is acceptable.

Figure 1: the space of training points of function O = max(x, y) and its intervals.
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As an example, consider the program input-output space shown in Figure 1. In this example, there
are two inputs 0 6 x 6 2000 and 0 6 y 6 2000 and one output, O for a function, max(x, y). In order
to avoid the Runge’s phenomenon which in here is a problem of the oscillation at the edges of the input
intervals, the interval [0, 2000] of the input variables x and y are broken down into [0, 999] and [1000, 2000].
Our experimental result shows that the width 1000 is well suited to prevent the Runge’s phenomenon.
There are four training points shown with dotted lines and labeled 1 to 4 in Figure 1. The dotted lines
labeled 1 and 2 represent input spaces within the interval [0, 999] and the input spaces for the interval
[1000, 2000] are labeled 3 and 4. Each set of input forms a straight line in the program input space because
it is produced by altering one of the input parameters while keeping the other ones fixed. For instance,
the line labeled 1 represents the inputs produced by altering the value of the parameter x from 0 to 999
and keeping the value of y equal to 200.
3.1. A new combinatorial curve-fitting algorithm
Our proposed combinatorial curve-fitting algorithm is presented in Tables 1-3. The algorithm accepts a function F and the size L, of the intervals in which the varying input parameter of the function
F(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) is alternatively selected. Also, there is a third input parameter, max error, which defines
the maximum tolerable error of the approximations provided by the algorithm for the function F. The
value of max error, by our experiments is found to be a real number between 1015 and 1013 . The output
of the combinatorial-curve-fitting algorithm is an approximation of the value returned by the function F.
Consequently, the training points that used for approximation are able to approximate function F.
The algorithm loops over the input parameters Xi, 1 6 i 6 n, of the function F(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) and
each time selects a parameter Xi. Then, it breaks down the range of the values of the selected parameter,
Xi, into intervals of the width L and subsequently generates ((α/100) ∗ L) number of training points
as random numbers within each of the resulted intervals. It also generates ((α/100) ∗ L)2 number of
the testing points as random numbers within each of the intervals. Experimental results show that the
appropriate number of training points is achieved by setting the value of equal to 2. Also, its range
is in [1,100]. Each training and testing point is represented as a tuple (X1, X2, . . . , Xi k, . . . , Xn, y) where
Xi k is a random number within an interval of the Xi values and y is equal to F(X1, X2, . . . , Xi k, . . . , Xn).
The resultant training and testing points are passed as input parameters to the Function Approximation
function. Also the maximum acceptable approximation error, max error is sent to the function as its third
parameter. The function adjusts the number of training points in such a way that the approximation error
is minimized. The function also determines whether polynomial or trigonometric curves are preferred to
be fitted with the training points. The output of this function is the adjusted set of training points and the
appropriate curve fitting method as either trigonometric or polynomial.
The function Function approximation firstly, depends on whether the training points are collinear
applies Lagrange interpolation method, or not applies a combination of Lagrange, Spline degree one and
Spline degree three to approximate each testing point. In order to combine the approximations provided
by these three methods for each testing point over a given set of training points, Table 4 is used. For
example, in row 1 of Table 4, the combinatorial method returns zero provided that when applying the
three methods to a testing point, and its associated training points all of them result in infinity (INF) or
not a number (NAN). In this table, S, Linear, and L indicate the results of Spline degree three, Spline
degree one and Lagrange method, respectively.
The approximation error is computed as the difference between the value resulted from applying the
combinatorial method to a testing point and the actual value returned by the function, to be approximated.
If the approximation is greater than max error, then Function approximation continues the processes to
achieve better approximation by calling the functions Complimentary Fitting, Find intersections, Trigonometric case, Two extra points, and Two extra points2, respectively, that all of them continue the process
until errors value is greater than max error. Hence, function Two extra points2 selects two points that
they are very close to the testing points, its approximation value is able to be interpolated by spline
methods.
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Table 1: the combinatorial-curve-fitting algorithm.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Algorithm combinatorial-curve-fitting
Input
F: a function to be approximated;
L: the width of the intervals that splites an input parameter space into the
intervals with length L.
max error: the maximum value of the error, acceptable for the approximation.
Output:
Fitted curves: set of interpolated curves;
Begin
For each formal parameter, Xi, of the function F(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) do
Begin
Assume Xi is a real number;
Partition the range of Xi into intervals, Li, j, of the width L defined by the user;
For each interval Li, j do
Begin
Compute no-points = %α ∗ L;
Generate no-points training points within the Li, j interval, randomly;
Generate randomly, no-points*no-points testing points within the Li, j
interval such that none of the training points is repeated in testing points;
Fitted Curves = Function Approximation (training points, testing points, max error);
end {for each interval}
end {for each input}
End {Algorithm combinatory}
Set of interpolated Curves Function Approximation(training points, testing points, max error)
Begin
For each pi in testing points
Begin
if (training points are collinear(training points)) then
estimation error = Fit a Line(training points, OUT set of interpolated Curves);
else estimation error =
Combinatorial method(training points, pi, OUT set of interpolated Curves);
if estimation error > max error then
estimation error = Complimentary Fitting(training points, pi,
OUT set of interpolated Curves);
if estimation error > max error then
estimation error = Find intersections(training points, pi,
OUT set of interpolated Curves);
if estimation error > max error then
estimation error = Trigonometric case(training points, pi,
OUT set of interpolated Curves);

To put it in a nutshell, this combinatorial method uses b ∗ ((α%)L) + 7w + 2p training points, to fulfill
function approximation. Where b is the number of intervals, L is the width of intervals, w is the number
of testing points that entered to the function Complimentary Fitting and p is the number of testing points
that reached to Two extra points, as well as α, is the modules of L that shows the number of the training
points in each interval. Moreover, this method does not propose a unique result based on different
random inputs.
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35
36
37
38
39
40

if estimation error > max error then
estimation error = Two extra point(training points, pi,
OUT set of interpolated Curves);
if estimation error > max error then
estimation error = Two extra points2(training points, pi,
OUT set of interpolated Curves);
end {for each testing point}
End {Algorithm Approximation}

41
42

Function training points are collinear(training points: set of points): Boolean;
{/*This function determines whether the training points, training points,
are collinear.*/}

43
44

Procedure Fit a Line(training points: set of points, OUT set of interpolated Curves);
{/*Uses the Lagrange interpolation method to fit a line to the training points,
training points. The training points are supposed to be collinear*/}

45

Function Error Combinatorial method(training points: set of points, pi:
testing points, OUT set of interpolated Curves)
{/*Uses table 4 to combine the approximations provided for the by:
1. Lagrange (training points, pi),
2. Spline degree three (training points, pi) and
3. Spline degree one (training points, pi) */}

46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53

54
55

56

Function Error Complimentary Fitting(training points: set of points, pi:
testing points, OUT set of interpolated Curves)
{/*This Function is invoked whenever the approximation error of the
Combinational method is greater than a certain value, max error, provided by the
user or not. To reduce the approximation error, Complementary Fitting adds 3
random distinct points immediately before pi and 4 random distinct points
immediately after pi to the training points*/}
Function Error Find intersections(training points: set of points, pi: testing points,
OUT set of interpolated Curves)
{/* In order to reduce the approximation error at the testing point pi,
Find intersections is invoked. This function splits the set of training points,
completed by Complimentary Fitting, into two sets of points greater than or equal
and less than the testing point pi */}
Function Error Trigonometric case(training points: set of points, pi:
testing points, OUT set of interpolated Curves)
{/*This function fits a trigonometric curve P(x) = a0 + Σn
j=1 (aj cos (jt) + bj sin (jt))
[3] to training points.*/}
Function Error Two extra points(training points: set of points, pi:
testing points, OUT set of interpolated Curves)
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Table 3: the combinatorial-curve-fitting algorithm.

57

{/*This function is invoked to reduce the approximation error at a testing point, pi.
This function adds two extra points very close to pi
to training points and then invokes Combinatorial method (training points, pi,
interpolated Curves) to fit a polynomial to training points. If the approximation error
is still high, the function Two extra points2 (training points, pi ) will be invoked.*/}

58

Function Error Two extra points2(training points: set of points, pi:
testing points, OUT set of interpolated Curves)
{/*This function fits a trigonometric curve to training points and invokes
Trigonometric case function.*/}

59

Table 4: Combining the results from three methods of Lagrange, Spline degree one and Spline degree three.

Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Return
0
S
L
Linear
0.5*S+0.5*L
0.5*S+0.5*Linear
0.5*L+0.5*Linear
0.5*S+0.25*Linear+0.25*L

Lagrange
NAN or INF
NAN or INF
L
NAN or INF
L
NAN or INF
L
L

Spline degree one
NAN or INF
NAN or INF
NAN or INF
Linear
NAN or INF
Linear
Linear
Linear

Spline degree three
NAN or INF
S
NAN or INF
NAN or INF
S
S
NAN or INF
S

4. Numerical experiments and results
This experiment is conducted to show the advantage of our proposed combinatorial method over a
fuzzing system [20], a regression approximation method, NWKR, and two known neural network methods, ANNBP and DNN model [18], for small samples problem with a few number of training points. In
Table 5, the results of our experiments with a function y = x2 in the domain [−32768, 32767], is presented.
We have applied 490 training samples to approximate the function with our proposed combinatorial
method. Figure 2 shows the real function y = x2 in the dotted curve. The combinatorial method applied
Lagrange, Spline degree 3, and Linear approximation methods to approximate the function for y = x2
in the interval defined in Figure 2. The mean square approximation error (MSE) is 1.36 ∗ 1010 and the
curve for the resultant interpolating function is exactly the same as the one depicted in Figure 2. The
function y = x2 is also used in [18] to show the advantage of NWKR as compared to ANNBP and DNN
model. The number of samples used in [18] is 5 in the interval [0, 1.2] that is equal to 218450 samples in
the domain [−32768, 32767].
Table 5: MSE of approximated result with methods DNN, ANNHP, NWKR and curve fitting.

MSE

DNN
0.002358

ANNHP
0.004528

NWKR
0.001182

Combinatorial-curve-fitting
1.36 ∗ 1010

However, NWKR and neural network approximation methods suffer from the over-fitting phenomenon. Neural networks have been widely used for function approximation due to their structural simplicity and fast learning capabilities [9]. The neural networks are able to handle continuous input data. The
multilayer perceptron network is the most common network used today. Due to the powerful nonlinear
function approximation and adaptive learning abilities, neural networks have drawn great attention in the
field of function approximation. The advantage of neural network approach is their generalization capability, which lets them deal with partial or noisy inputs. However, the accuracy of approximated function
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Figure 2: Approximated results for y = x2 .

obtained by a neural network is dependent on the number of training points and weights of neurons. If
the number of training points is not adequate, the approximation provided by the neural networks will
suffer from the over-fitting phenomenon. The proposed combinatorial method has resolved the overfitting and under-fitting phenomena by smoothing down the fluctuations caused by the differences in the
degree of the real function and its approximations.
Table 6: RMSE of approximated result with methods Proposes in [20], LS-Based and curve fitting.

RMSE

Proposes method in [20]
0.0087

LS-Based method
0.0843

Combinatorial-curve-fitting
0.0062

Figure 3: approximated results for ((x − 2)(2x − 1))/(1 + x2 ),”O” in this figure shows approximated value for testing points and
”.” shows the actual value of testing points and ”×” shows 50 random training points.

In Table 6, root minimum square error (RMSE) for approximations of a nonlinear function ((x −
2)(2x − 1))/(1 + x2 ), using fuzzy method presented in [20], LS-Based, and our combinational method.
As shown in Figure 2, the fuzzy method outperforms the LS-Based function approximation method.
However, a major difficulty with the fuzzy based approximation methods is their dependency on the
experts knowledge [1]. Fuzzy systems generate IF-THEN rules to determine the approximation method
dependent on a function behavior in different intervals of its domain [2, 8]. The basic idea behind the
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fuzzy systems method is the subdivision of the input space into fuzzy regions and approximate the
system in each subdivision by a simple model. The main concern underlying fuzzy system is to minimize
the number of rules. In Table 6 the results of our experiments with a function ((x − 2)(2x − 1))/(1 + x2 )
in domain (−8, 12) is presented. We have applied 50 training samples to approximate the function, using
our proposed combinatorial method. Figure 3 shows the real function ((x − 2)(2x − 1))/(1 + x2 ) in dotted
curve. The combinatorial method applies Lagrange, Spline degree 3, and Linear approximation methods
to approximate the function ((x − 2)(2x − 1))/(1 + x2 ) in the interval defined in Figure 2. The root mean
square approximation error (RMSE) is 0.0062 and the curve depicting, the resultant interpolating function
is exactly the same as the one shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, white bullet points represent all the
approximated points, provided by our combinatorial method. The function ((x − 2)(2x − 1))/(1 + x2 ) is
also used in [20] to show the advantage of the fuzzy function approximation method in comparison with
the LS-Based method. The number of samples used in [20] are 50 points within the interval (−8, 12) and
the RMSE is 0.0087.
5. Conclusions
In order to fit a curve into a nonlinear function with a small number of training points, dependent
on the behavior of the function in different intervals of its domain, different curve fitting methods could
be applied. Our experiments suggest the combinatorial use of trigonometric, Lagrange, Spline degree
3, and linear interpolation methods to model a variety of behaviors shown by a nonlinear function in
different intervals of its domain that this combinatorial method collects a suitable number of training
points that these points are able to replace with the function. For instance, sinusoidal behaviors could be
modeled appropriately, using trigonometric curve fitting methods and polynomial, power and logarithmic
behaviors could be modeled appropriately, using Lagrange and Spline interpolation methods. In addition,
linear behaviors could be better modeled by applying the well-known linear approximation method [11].
Moreover, multidisciplinary behaviors could be better modeled by finding the intersections of curves,
depicted for the multidisciplinary function, and apply different curve fitting methods to fit suitable curves
within consecutive intersecting points.
The width of the intervals and the number of training points should be determined carefully because
the insufficient width of the intervals and the number of the training points may result in unsatisfactory
predictions. For the time being, we are working on automatic detection of the width of the intervals and
the suitable number of training points within different intervals.
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